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1  Introduction

In this paper, we present a novel communications archi-
tecture for future TCP/IP based networks. The architec-
ture aims to provide unified services both at the network
and service layers. The architecture is based on decen-
tralized trust management, IPv6, and Jini. The aim of
the architecture is to support infrastructureless opera-
tions. The desired features can be summarized into the
next five requirements.
• Infrastructure free ad hoc networking
• Seamless connection to the fixed network
• Global roaming and mobility
• Anonymous Authorization and accounting
• Privacy

2  Architecture

The basic structure of our architecture is based on the
standards. At the bottom of the protocol stack, we have

standard link layers such as BlueTooth, IEEE 802.
WLAN, etc. IPv6 is placed directly on the top of the lin
layers. TCP and UDP utilize the IPv6 layer, Jini is bu
on the top of them, and Trust Management lies at 
top.

The important aspects lie in the details, presented
Figure 1. Starting from the top, the first difference is th
Jini leases are represented at the operating system l
as socket like objects instead of being pure Java obje
The reason for this is the way IP addresses are dyna
cally updated in our architecture, which requires that 
objects that are logically bound to IP addresses need
have updating support from the operating system. 

The next difference is that sockets (and other soc
like objects such as leases) are at the logical level bo
to hosts instead of interfaces. This allows a lower lay
routing to dynamically decide which interface an
which path to use for each outgoing packet. Thus,
practice, instead of using single IP addresses as 
source and destination address in a socket, both 
source and destination address are represented b

Figure 1: Details of the layered architecture
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group of addresses. This change makes it also easier to
support mobility through dynamically changing socket
bindings.

A further change is a result of the tighter integration
between the link layer node discovery, IPv6 layer auto-
configuration, and Jini layer discovery event mecha-
nisms. Even though this difference is not so big from the
architectural point of view, it considerably speeds up the
time required by the application level to react to topo-
logical changes in the underlying network.

A number of architecturally minor modifications are
needed inside the IPv6 layer. First, some sort of an ad
hoc routing protocol is needed to discover and update
the dynamic routing topology. Second, since we are us-
ing dynamically changing IP addresses instead of static
ones, the way the mobility module handles binding up-
date extension headers needs modifications. This change
is also reflected at the socket level, as we already briefly
mentioned. 

The architecture creates a tighter binding between
IPsec Security Associations (SA), sockets, and public
key semantics. That is, while currently IPsec is typically
used for VPN, i.e., there is only one SA between any
two hosts, in our architecture there are typically several
SAs. Each of these SAs would have different semantics,
i.e., used for different purposes. Thus, there would be
one SA for authenticating binding updates, another for
securing Jini Lookup Service messages, etc. Occasion-
ally, however, this means that a single IP packet may
have more than one AH header.

Finally, the way that identifiers at various layers are
allocated and bound together is changed. The functional
purpose of the identifiers are different, and should be
made distinct. That has not been the case with the cur-
rent IPv4 addresses, which are today used at least for ad-
dressing, auditing, access control, and accounting. In the
following, we summarize our findings considering in-
dentifiers: 
• Due to privacy reasons, Link Layer MAC addresses

cannot be used in generating IPv6 addresses or Jini
service identifiers.

• In our architecture IP addresses are fully dynamic in
the sense that they are not only dynamically allocated,
but both the host ID and routing prefix parts of any
address may change and do occasionally change even
when the address is in use.

• We recommend that each Jini service keeps a cache of
a number of recently visited networks and corre-
sponding ServiceIDs, and use the same ServiceIDs on
re-entry to a recently visited network, and different
ServiceID in different networks.

• The only type of globally available permanent identi-
fiers are the cryptographic public keys. Each client
and service application have their own key pair, or

possibly several. When two parties meet for the fi
time, their exchange their public keys in the form 
self signed SPKI or KeyNote 2 certificates. Addition
ally, the public keys are used for authorization.

2.1  Basic functionality

What you get is basically what you expect to get in a
modern IP based network. This is intentional; the bea
lies in the way this is accomplished, i.e., in an ad h
manner with no configuration.

Thus, basically, the architecture allows nodes to au
matically create and join into ad hoc local subnets and
create networks of these subnets and to determine 
use the network and higher level services available
the current ad hoc network. 

3  Mobility support

We want to support almost unconstrained mobility wi
changing addresses. We do not aim to maximise relia
ity in our mobility solutions either, but aim for a balanc
between efficiency and reliability. An intrinsic part o
our solution is the new way of binding sockets to pack
streams. 

In our architecture, a socket end is not bound to a s
gle fixed IP address but to a dynamically changing se
IP addresses. Each set represents a single host or o
addressable entity (such as a multicast or anycast ch
nel). The sets are not represented at the sockets th
selves, but each socket contains references to exa
two sets, one representing the remote host and the o
one the local end-point. The sets may be, and usu
are, shared by several sockets. In order to prese
socket uniqueness, we require that each IP address
pears in at most address set. The data structures ar
lustrated in Figure 2. The address sets are upda
through extended Mobile IPv6 Binding Updates.

Socket

Local port
Remote port
Protocol

Local addresses

if0 address
if1 address
...

Remote addresses of host X

if0 previous address
if0 current address
...

Updated by
Mobile IPv6
binding 
updates

Figure 2: Socket bindings
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4  Security

The main security goals of our architecture include pri-
vacy against tracking of user location and service usage,
integrity of signalling and authorization information,
and at least rudimentary resistance against denial-of-
service (DoS) attacks. In a way, these are all signalling
related functions. 

In our architecture, each IPsec Security Association
has semantics coupled with it. That is, instead of an SA
being just an SA that can be used to protect any traffic
between a given pair of hosts, each SA is used to protect
certain specific kind of information. 

4.1  Privacy

We have carefully designed our architecture to empha-
size privacy. The architecture is designed in such a way
that all globally scoped identifiers are either temporary
or cryptographically protected. In fact, there are only
two types of permanent identifiers. First, each device
has its own IEEE 802 MAC address; this identifier need
never be sent outside the local link. Second, each user
and node may have one or more cryptographic key pairs.
The public key (or a hash of it) may then be used as a
permanent globally scoped identifier. However, the ar-
chitecture allows a user to have several public keys, i.e.,
several pseudonyms, and it is up to the user’s policy to
decide which key to use with which service.

5  Conclusions

In this paper, we have described an architecture for the
network and service layers for future networks. The ar-
chitecture is based on existing technologies, including
IP version 6, Jini, and SPKI or KeyNote 2. It supports
completely infrastructureless operation, fully decentral-
ized authorization, seamless connection to the fixed In-
ternet with global roaming and mobility, and effective
privacy protection. 
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